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ABSTRACT
ANALYSIS OF CURRENT INDUCTION ON THIN
CONDUCTORS INSIDE THE BODY DURING MRI
SCAN
Volkan Ac¸ıkel
Ph.D. in Electrical and Electronics Engineering
Advisor: Prof. Dr. Ergin Atalar
December, 2014
The aim of this thesis is to develop a method to analyze currents on thin con-
ductor structures inside the body during Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
scan based on Modified Transmission Line Method (MoTLiM). In this thesis,
first, Active Implantable Medical Devices (AIMDs) are modeled and the tissue
heating problem, which is a result of coupling between AIMD and incident Radio
Frequency (RF) fields, is examined. Then, usage of MoTLiM to analyze the cur-
rents on the guidewires is shown by solving currents on guidewire when a toroidal
transmit receive coil is used with guidewire.
At first, a method to measure MoTLiM parameters of leads using a network
analyzer is shown. Then, IPG case and electrode are modeled with a voltage
source and impedance. Values of these parameters are found using the Modi-
fied Transmission Line Method (MoTLiM) and the Methods of Moments (MoM)
simulations. Once the parameter values of an electrode/IPG case model are de-
termined, they can be connected to any lead, and tip heating can be analyzed.
To validate these models, both MoM simulations and MR experiments are
used. The induced currents on the leads with the IPG case or electrode con-
nections are solved using the proposed models and MoTLiM. These results are
compared with the MoM simulations. In addition, an electrode is connected to
a lead via an inductor. The dissipated power on the electrode is calculated us-
ing MoTLiM by changing the inductance and the results are compared with the
specific absorption rate results that are obtained using MoM. Then, MRI exper-
iments are conducted to test the IPG case and the electrode models. To test
the IPG case, a bare lead is connected to the case and placed inside a uniform
phantom. During a MRI scan the temperature rise at the lead is measured by
changing the lead length. The power at the lead tip for the same scenario is also
calculated using the IPG case model and MoTLiM. Then an electrode is con-
nected to a lead via an inductor and placed inside a uniform phantom. During
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a MRI scan the temperature rise at the electrode is measured by changing the
inductance and compared with the dissipated power on the electrode resistance.
Second, based on the similarity between currents on guidewires and transmis-
sion lines, currents on the catheter are solved with MoTLiM. Current distributions
on an insulated guidewire are solved and B1 distribution along the catheter is cal-
culated. Effect of stripping the tip on the tip visibility is analyzed. It is shown
that there is an increase in the B1 at the insulation and bare guidewire boundary.
Then, a characteristic impedance is defined for the guidewires and impedance
seen at the point where guidewire is inserted into the body is calculated. It is
shown with EM simulations that if the impedance converges to the characteristic
impedance of the guidewire, tip visibility of the guidewire is lost.
At last, a new method to measure electrical properties of a phantom material
is proposed. This method is used for validation of the coaxial transmission line
measurement (CTLM) fixture, which is designed for measurement of electrical
properties of viscous phantom materials at MRI frequencies, and which is previ-
ously presented by our group. The new method depends on the phenomena of
the lead tip heating inside a phantom during MRI scan. Electrical properties of a
phantom are influential on the relationship between tip temperature increase and
the lead length. MoTLiM is used and the relationship between the lead length
and the tip temperature increase is formulated as a function of conductivity and
permittivity of the phantom. By changing the lead length, the tip temperature
increase is measured and the MoTLiM formulation is fitted to these data to find
the electrical properties of the phantom. Afterwards the electrical properties
of the phantom are measured with the CTLM fixture and the results that are
obtained with both methods are compared for an error analysis.
To sum, electrical models for the IPG case and electrode are suggested, and
the method is proposed to determine the parameter values. The effect of the IPG
case and electrode on tip heating can be predicted using the proposed theory. An
analytical analysis of guidewire with toroidal transceiver is shown. This analysis is
helpful for better usage and improvements of toroidal transceiver. Also, MoTLiM
analysis can be extended to other MRI guidewire antennas.
Keywords: MRI safety, implant, radio frequency, interventional mRI, device vi-
sualization, catheter antenna.
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Aralık, 2014
Bu tezin amacı Manyetik Rezonans Go¨ru¨ntu¨leme (MRG) sırasında vu¨cudun
ic¸indeki ince iletken yapılar u¨zerinde olus¸an akımları analiz etmek ic¸in
deg˘is¸tirilmis¸ iletim hattı metoduna (MoTLiM) dayalı bir yo¨ntem gelis¸tirmektir.
Vu¨cuda yerles¸tirilebilen aktif tıbbi cihazlar modellenmis¸ ve bu cihazların radyo
frekans alanları ile etkiles¸iminden kaynaklı doku ısınma problemi incelenmis¸tir.
Ardından, MoTLiM kullanılarak toroidal alıcı verici anten kullanıldıg˘ında kılavuz
teller u¨zerinde olus¸an akımlar incelenmis¸tir.
I˙lk olarak vu¨cuda yerles¸tirilen implant tellerinin MoTLiM parametrelerini
o¨lc¸mek ic¸in devre c¸o¨zu¨mletici o¨lc¸u¨mlerinin kullanıldıg˘ı bir yo¨ntem gelis¸tirilmis¸tir.
Daha sonra darbe u¨retgec¸ kılıfı ve elektrot kısımları voltaj kaynag˘ı ve empedans
olarak modellenmis¸tir. Voltaj kaynag˘ı ve empedans deg˘erleri MoTLiM ve mo-
mentler metodu (MoM) benzetimleri beraber kullanılarak bulunmus¸tur.
Bu modelin gec¸erlilig˘ini test etmek ic¸in MoM benzetimleri ve MR deneyleri
kullanılmıs¸tır. Teller u¨zerinde olus¸an akımlar o¨nerilen modeller ve MoTLiM kul-
lanılarak c¸o¨zu¨lmu¨s¸tu¨r. Bu c¸o¨zu¨mler MoM benzetimlerinden elde edilen sonuc¸larla
kars¸ılas¸tırılmıs¸tır. Sonrasında elektrot tele bir indu¨kto¨r ile bag˘lanmıs¸tır. Farklı
indu¨kto¨r deg˘erleri ic¸in elektrot u¨zerinde harcanan gu¨c¸ MoTLiM ve o¨nerilen
model kullanılarak hesaplanmıs¸tır. Harcanan gu¨c¸ sonuc¸ları MoM benzetim-
lerinden elde edilen o¨zgu¨l sog˘urma hızı deg˘erleriyle kars¸ılas¸tırılmıs¸tır. Sonrasında
o¨nerilen devre modelleri MR deneyleri ile test edilmis¸tir. Darbe u¨retgec¸ kılıfını
test etmek ic¸in c¸ıplak tel kılıfa bag˘lanarak tekdu¨ze jelden yapılan doku modeli
ic¸erisine yerles¸tirilmis¸tir. Tel uzunlug˘u deg˘is¸tirilerek tel ucundaki sıcaklık artıs¸ı
o¨lc¸u¨lmu¨s¸tu¨r. O¨lc¸u¨len durumlar ic¸in tel ucudaki gu¨c¸ MoTLiM ve devre modeli ile
hesaplanmıs¸tır. Elektrot modelinin testi ic¸in ise elektrot c¸ıplak tele indu¨kto¨r ile
bag˘lanarak jel doku modelinin ic¸erisinde MR cihazına yerles¸tirilmis¸tir. I˙ndu¨kto¨r
deg˘eri deg˘is¸tirilerek elektrot ucundaki sıcaklık artıs¸ı o¨lc¸u¨lmu¨s¸tu¨r. Aynı durumlar
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ic¸in elektrotta harcanan gu¨c¸ o¨nerilen modelle hesaplanmıs¸tır.
I˙kinci olarak kılavuz telleri u¨zerlerinde olus¸an akımların iletim hatlarındaki
akımlara olan benzerlig˘inden faydalanarak kılavuz teller MoTLiM ile model-
lenmis¸tir. Yalıtımlı klavuz teller u¨zerindeki akımlar c¸o¨zu¨lmu¨s¸tu¨r ve etraflarında
olus¸an B1 manyetik alan hesaplanmıs¸tir. Kılavuz tellerin uc¸ kısmını soymanın uc¸
go¨ru¨nu¨rlu¨g˘u¨nu¨ u¨zerindeki etkisi incelenmis¸tir. Soyulmus¸ ve yalıtımlı tel sınırında
manyetik alanda artıs¸ oldug˘u go¨sterilmis¸tir. Daha sonra kılavuz tel ic¸in karakter-
istik empedans tanımlanmis¸tir. Telin vu¨cuda girdig˘i noktadaki empedans hesa-
planmis¸tir ve bu empedansın karakteristik empedansa ulas¸tıg˘ı durumlarda tel
go¨ru¨nu¨rlu¨g˘u¨nu¨n yok oldug˘u elektromanyetik benzetimler ile go¨sterilmis¸tir.
Son olarak da, eksendes¸ iletim hattı aparatı ile yapılan o¨lc¸u¨mleri test etmek
ic¸in MoTLiM tabanlı bir yo¨ntem kullanılmıs¸tır. Bu yeni yo¨ntem doku modeli
ic¸erisindeki tellerin MR c¸ekimi sırasında ısınmaya neden olmasından faydalan-
maktadır. Bu ısınma, doku modelinin elektriksel o¨zelliklerine bag˘lıdır. Tel
uzunlug˘u ile ısınma arasında bir formu¨l elde edilmis¸tir. Bu formu¨l aynı za-
manda doku modeli elektriksel o¨zelliklerini de barındırmaktadır. Tel uzunlug˘u
deg˘is¸tirilerek yapılan o¨lc¸u¨mlere bu formu¨l uygulanarak doku modeli elektriksel
o¨zellikleri bulunmus¸tur ve iki yo¨ntemden elde edilen sonuc¸lar kars¸las¸tırılmıs¸tır.
Sonuc¸ olarak bu tezde vu¨cuda yerles¸tirilebilen aktif tıbbi cihazların radyo
frekans gu¨venlig˘ini incelemek ic¸in bir model gelis¸tirilmis¸tir. Aynı model
kılavuz tellerin gu¨venlig˘i ic¸in de kullanılabilir. Ayrıca bu modelin kılavuz tel-
lerin MRI c¸ekimi sırasındaki go¨ru¨nu¨rlu¨rlu¨g˘u¨nu¨n analizinde de kullanılabilineceg˘i
go¨sterilmis¸tir. Son olarak da gelis¸tirilen model doku modeli olarak kullanılan
jellerin elektriksel o¨zelliklerini o¨lc¸mek ic¸in kullanılmıs¸ ve daha o¨nce gelis¸tirilmis¸
olan eksendes¸ iletim hattı aparatı test edilmis¸tir.
Anahtar so¨zcu¨kler : MRG gu¨venlig˘i, vu¨cuda yerles¸tirilebilen tıbbi cihazlar, radyo
frekans, giris¸imsel MRG.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this thesis, a novel method of analyzing the electromagnetic properties of
elongated metallic structures inside the body of a patient during the Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI) procedure. The novel method uses the fact that the
elongated wires inside the body behaves like a transmission line. The proposed
method can be helpful in understanding the radio frequency safety issues of active
implantable medical devices such as pacemakers, deep brain stimulators. It can
also be helpful in understanding and optimization of guidewire visibility when the
method of Radio Frequency (RF) current induction on these guidewires is used
for tracking the position of these instruments inside the MRI scanners. Here, first
the problem of implant heating in MRI is discussed before the guidewire visibility
problem.
MRI is a very powerful diagnostic tool with its high soft tissue contrast and
it can be used for diagnosis of lots of diseases. MRI is widely used imaging
modality in brain and nerve disease imaging. Also, MRI can provide valuable
information about joint abnormalities, and abdomen. Another advantage of MRI
is providing accurate information about these diseases and guide these operations
without using ionized radiation. With all these superiorities MRI has increasing
utilization in clinics [1]. It is reported by OECD iLibrary that there are 102.7,
97.9 and 97.4 MRI exams per population of 1000 in USA, Greece and Turkey,
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respectively, during 2011 [2]. Also, there is a survey [3] undertaken for 2009 in 61
countries, and it shows that there is an increase in the number of patients who
wear cardiac pacemakers. Growth in both usage of MRI and cardiac pacemakers
results in possibility of 50− 75% of patients with pacemakers requires MRI scan
over lifetime of the device [1].
However, patients with metallic implants cannot utilize the advantages of MRI
because of the safety reasons. One of the problems with the metallic implants is
coupling with RF transmit coils. This coupling may result in rise in temperature
of the tissue around the electrode. Some patients who wear AIMDs cannot take
advantage of MRI or can be scanned under restrictive conditions. In conventional
MRI scanners, the RF fields, which are essential for MRI, are generated by bird-
cage body coils. The coupling between AIMDs and the body coils may result
in high E-field in the tissue around AIMDs [4] and can cause excessive tissue
heating [5]. The safety of the leads inside MRI scanners has been studied exten-
sively [6, 7]. There are MRI conditional pacemakers [8] which patients with these
implants can be imaged under certain conditions. But, determination of these
conditions require many MRI experiments in which AIMDs are tested inside a
phantom under several different configurations.
Electromagnetic simulations and phantom experiments are the most powerful
tools for the safety analysis of AIMDs. Although very accurate results can be
obtained using these tools, a simple model can also prove helpful for understand-
ing the problem. Additionally, an accurate model is helpful for designing more
precise experiments. For example, Carmichael et al. [9] investigated the safety
of intracranial electroencephalograph (EEG) electrodes using two different tail
configurations, i.e., open circuit and short circuit. However, another configura-
tion may result in a worse case. Modeling of leads, electrodes and implantable
pulse generator (IPG) cases can prove helpful for understanding the interactions
between them. Nordbeck et al. [10] analyzed 36 different cases by changing elec-
trode and lead properties and showed the interactions between different leads
and electrodes. Although these results illustrate the effect of electrodes and IPG
cases on implant heating, a systematic method is required to better understand
the behavior of these components of AIMDs.
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Nitz et al. modeled the electrodes as resistive elements [11] in their analysis of
lead tip heating. However, the safety concern lies in the interaction of the implant
with the RF pulse, and therefore, the analysis should be conducted at or around
the Larmor frequency. In addition, a non-zero reactance in the equivalent circuit
is expected. As will be shown in later parts of the thesis, an additional voltage
or current source is required to accurately model the electrode and the IPG case.
The model parameters must be defined in relation to the RF scattering behaviors
of the lead, the electrode, and the IPG case.
In this thesis, the IPG case and electrode parts of an AIMD are mod-
eled such that they can be used with the Modified Transmission Line Method
(MoTLiM) [12]. The model of the IPG case and electrode are explained, follow-
ing the method used to find the model parameters are detailed. After finding
the model parameters, induced currents on leads with the IPG case or electrode
connections are determined using MoTLiM. Finally, the proposed methods are
tested using MRI experiments. A lead is connected to an IPG case, and by
changing the lead length, the temperature rise is measured and compared with
the SAR values, which are calculated using the IPG case model and MoTLiM.
Additionally, an electrode is connected to a lead via an inductor, and by changing
the inductance, tip heating at the electrode is measured and compared with the
SAR values, which are calculated using a circuit model.
Moreover, recent advancements show MRI is also promising tool for interven-
tional operations [13, 14]. Interventional procedures under MRI requires special-
ized guidewires and catheters for imaging and tracking purposes. For interven-
tional MRI, guidewires and catheters need modification in order to be visible and
safe during the MRI [4]. Loopless antenna [15], elongated loop [16], solenoids [17]
are used methods to make guidewires and catheters visible inside MR image.
However, using these structures comes with the cost of decreased mechanical
integrity, steerability and maneuverability. Also, active coils on the catheters re-
quire connection network to scanner [16]. With these modifications RF induced
tissue heating risk emerges. The RF induced tissue heating problem is one of
the problems that needs to be solved before interventional MRI is used in clin-
ics. Safety analysis of implants using MoTLiM is applicable to safetry analysis of
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guidewires. Moreover, MoTLiM can be used for analysis of visibility performance
of the guidewires.
Etezadi-Amoli et al. [18] showed a promising method to use conductive
catheters and guidewires inside MRI with low RF power levels. Also, this method
simplifies the connection of catheters and guidewires to the scanner. In their work,
the toroidal coil is well investigated with extensive MRI experiments. However,
its analysis was mostly experimental and no theoretical and/or analytical analy-
sis was conducted to show its working principles. In this work, currents on the
guidewire inside the body is solved using MoTLiM and how stripping the tip of
the guidewire increases the B1, which is shown by Etezadi-Amoli et al. [18] exper-
imentally, at the tip of the guidewire is shown. Then using impedance analysis
and Smith chart at some cases, tip visibility of the guidewire is lost.
Furthermore, MoTLiM is used for verification of coaxial transmission line fix-
ture for the measurement of electrical properties of phantoms. For MRI safety
studies, information of electrical properties of phantom material is crucial for ac-
curacy of the calculations. Thus, a measurement setup that can precisely measure
electrical properties of the phantom material is essential.
Dielectric properties of biological materials have been studied for a long period
of time. In recent papers, there is a variety of methods for measuring electrical
conductivity and permittivity. The open ended coaxial probe [19] is one of the
common ways for measuring dielectric properties. In recent literature, substances
measured by open ended coaxial probe include biological tissues [20], tumors [21],
binary mixtures of liquids [22], particle suspensions and emulsions [23], food
[24], vegetation [24], and soil [25]. However, while using open ended coaxial
line, fringing fields at the open end must be handled carefully. These fringing
field can easily be affected by improper contact with the Substance Under Test
(SUT), leading to miscalculations. Also, for open ended coaxial measurement
techniques, one needs semi-infinite materials which is hard to achieve with low
loss materials at low frequencies. Transmission reflection (T/R) methods [26] can
be alternative measurement techniques. However, most of the structures for T/R
methods are not applicable to liquid or viscous materials. Parallel plate structures
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are also among common techniques; however, these structures highly suffer from
fringing fields at RF and higher frequencies. Another technique is measuring
propagation constant [27]. There are several advantages and disadvantages of
these techniques to be taken into account in measurement. The key disadvantage
of these studies for MRI researchers is the frequency range of these methods.
Most of the methods in the literature are working at microwave frequencies or at
low frequencies.
In this thesis, an MRI based electrical properties measurement technique is
presented for the verification of the coaxial transmission line fixture for electrical
properties measurement which was presented by Akin et al [28]. For the com-
parison of the results obtained by both methods, Hydrocyethyl cellulose (HEC)
phantoms are used. HEC phantoms are in gel form so that they can be filled into
the CTL fixture and have no convection so that they can be used for MRI tem-
perature increase experiments. The comparison of these two methods are carried
out to gain confidence in measurements.
5
Chapter 2
Active Implantable Medical
Device Modeling
2.1 Background
When a lossy body is considered, there are current loops inside the body due to
the incident RF field. When a lead is placed inside the body, the patterns of
these current loops change and follow a different loop, including the lead itself.
Therefore, there is current flowing from the body to lead and from the lead to body
along the lead. In Figure 2.1(a), the current flowing at the lead tissue boundary of
the lead is shown without the IPG case. Because the lead is a source-free region,
the total current flowing into and out from the lead must be zero. However, the
presence of an IPG case or electrode changes these currents along the lead. In
Figure 2.1(b), the current pattern at the boundary of a lead and the body is
shown for a lead connected to an IPG case. It can be observed that total current
at the lead and tissue boundary is not zero. However, in this case, there must be
a source. To show this effect for the IPG case and electrode, a current source is
used in the circuit model. Since the magnitudes of conduction and displacement
currents are comparable, a complex impedance is used in order to model the
interaction between the IPG case and the electrode with the tissue. Therefore,
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: (a) and (b) are sketch of the current patterns around a lead and a
lead connected to a pulse generator, respectively.
the circuit model of the electrodes and IPG cases has a current source (Ic) and
impedance (Zc), as shown in Figure 2.2(a). However, to be consistent with the
previous studies in the literature [11, 29] and because boundary conditions are
easily defined throughout the thesis, instead of a current source and impedance,
a Thevenin equivalent (Vc and Zc), is used.
After defining the circuit models, the scattering problem can be converted
into a simple circuit problem and then solved. This circuit model is easy to use
with previously published model, which is based on the modified transmission
line circuit model [12] as shown in Figure 2.2(b). Z is the series impedance,
and Y is the shunt admittances of the lead. From the circuit model of the lead,
wavenumber along the lead was defined as kt =
√−ZY .
In MoTLiM [12], the behavior of the induced currents are modeled using the
second order differential equation
I(s) +
1
k2t
d2I(s)
ds2
=
Ei(s)
Z
, (2.1)
where kt =
√−ZY is the wavenumber along the lead, Z is the distributed
impedance, s is the position along the lead, I(s) is the current on the lead and
Ei(s) is the tangential component of the incident E-field. Equation 2.1 is derived
from the modified lumped element model of the lead. Using the same model, an
equation for the hypothetical voltage, which is useful for defining some boundary
conditions, can be derived as
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 2.2: (a) The IPG case and electrode model as the current source and
impedance and the Thevenin equivalent circuit. (b) The modified transmission
line model. Distributed voltage sources are introduced to show the effect of the
incident field. (c) The IPG case model connected to the modified transmission
line model. (d) The electrode model connected to the modified transmission line
model.
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V (s) =
Z
k2t
dI(s)
ds
. (2.2)
Using the equation of continuity, it can be observed that the hypothetical
voltage is the scaled version of the charge distribution along the lead. However,
using the hypothetical voltage can help define associated concepts throughout
the thesis. Once parameters for lead, IPG case and electrode are found induced
current on the leads can be solved for any known E-field incidence.
2.2 Measurement of MoTLiM Parameters of a
Lead
In our earlier study, we modeled the lead (not including its electrode or case)
using MoTLiM [12]. In this model, the lead is assumed to be in a hypothet-
ical shield. An hypothetical voltage between this shield and the lead and the
current on the lead are formulated using well-known telegrapher equation. This
model simplifies the lead current calculation dramatically by replacing the lead
with two parameters: the serial lead impedance per length and the equivalent
wave number. The relationship between the scattering properties of the lead and
environment are also demonstrated. Previously these parameters are found by
solving scattering problem from the lead geometry and showed for simple cases
like bare straight and insulated cylindrical wires. However, leads usually have
more complex geometries like helix, twisted wires and multiple insulation lay-
ers. For each different lead geometry, MoTLiM parameters of the lead must be
found by solving the RF scattering problem. However, for some cases solving the
RF scattering problem from the lead may be difficult. So a method to measure
MoTLiM parameters of a lead is developed.
A lead is connected to inner conductor of a coaxial cable and a loopless antenna
is formed as shown in Figure 2.3. When the loopless antenna, which is shown
in Figure 2.3, is inserted into the lossy medium, it can be considered as two
9
Figure 2.3: A lead is connected to inner conductor of a coaxial cable and a loopless
antenna is formed.
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Figure 2.4: Loopless antenna can be considered as connected transmission lines.
transmission lines connected as shown in Figure 2.4. In this system one of the
transmission lines is formed by the lead and the surrounding medium and the
other one is the outer conductor of the coaxial line and the surrounding medium.
Note that the transmission line model for the outer conductor of the coaxial
line is different from the coaxial transmission line and the model parameters are
different from the transmission line parameters of the coaxial line, and depend
on the radius of outer conductor and the electrical properties of the surrounding
medium. As there is no incident E-field, there is no voltage source in the MoTLiM
model, and the traditional transmission line model can be used. So impedance
on the transmission line can be found using;
Zin = Z0
Zl + Z0 tanh(jktl)
Z0 + Zl tanh(jktl)
, (2.3)
where Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the lead and can be found as −jZ/kt,
which is the ratio of voltage wave to current wave traveling in the same direction.
As termination, if the both transmission lines are open circuit, Equation 2.3
can be written as
Zin = Z0 coth(jktl), (2.4)
Furthermore if the length of the coaxial line is long enough, Equation 2.4 con-
verges to the characteristic impedance,Z0coax, of the transmission line. So trans-
mission line system shown in Figure 2.4 can be considered as serially connected
two impedances as shown in Figure 2.5.
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Z0 coax
Zmeasured
Figure 2.5: Equivalent circuit model of the transmission line system.
As outer conductor of the coaxial cable is cylindrical, its transmission line
parameters inside the surrounding medium can be found analytically. Then mea-
suring the impedance,Zmeasured, shown in Figure 2.5 using a network analyzer for
different lead lengths and fitting the measured data to the calculated impedance,
MoTLiM parameters of the lead inside the surrounding medium can be found.
However, before the measurements, calibration of the coaxial line is done outside
the medium. When it is inserted into the medium, there will be an impedance
between the inner and outer conductors of the coaxial line, and to correct this
effect, equivalent circuit must be corrected as shown in Figure 2.6. With the
correction for the phantom impedance Zmeasured can be found as
Zmeasured = Zphantom//(Z0coax + Z0coth(jkl)). (2.5)
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Z0 coax
Zmeasured
Zphantom
 
Figure 2.6: Corrected equivalent circuit model of transmission line system.
2.3 Modeling of IPG Case and Electrode
For the sake of simplicity, the proposed theory is explained using uniform E-field
exposure. However, the concepts that are explained throughout the thesis can be
re-derived for any known incident E-field.
2.3.1 Modeling of the IPG Case and Electrode
To explain the method, we consider an IPG case and determine its parameter
values. In MoTLiM, leads are modeled as shown in Figure 2.2(b) with series
impedances, Z, and shunt admittances, Y , for infinitesimally small portions of
lead. First, the Thevenin equivalent of a lead is found at the point shown in
Figure 2.2(c) using MoTLiM. Solving Equations 2.1 and 2.2 with a uniform
E-field, the current and hypothetical voltage along the lead can be found as
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I(s) = Ae−jkts +Bejkts +
Ei
Z
V (s) =
−jZ
kt
(Ae−jkts −Bejkts), (2.6)
where Ei is the tangential component of the uniform incident field, A and B are
the unknowns that can be found using boundary conditions.
To find the open circuit voltage, Voc, for a lead with length lm the boundary
conditions
I(s = 0) = 0
I(s = −lm) = 0, (2.7)
are used in Equation 2.6 and the unknowns A and B are thus determined.
Voc is found as
Voc(s = 0) =
jEi
kt
2 sin(ktlm/2)e
jktlm/2
sin(ktlm)
− Ei
kt
, (2.8)
To find the short circuit current, Isc, the boundary conditions
V (s = 0) = 0
I(s = −lm) = 0 (2.9)
are used in Equation 2.6, and the unknowns A and B are determined.
Isc is found as
Isc(s = 0) =
Ei
Z
− Ei
Z
1
cos(ktlm)
, (2.10)
Voc is the Thevenin voltage, and the Thevenin impedance can be found as
Zth =
Voc
Isc
=
Z
kt
4 sin(ktlm/2) cos(ktlm)e
jktlm/2 + sin(2ktlm)
sin(2ktlm)− 2 sin(ktlm) . (2.11)
Using the Thevenin equivalent of the lead and the IPG case model, Kirchhoff’s
voltage equation can be written as follows:
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Vc − IZc − IZth − Vth = 0 (2.12)
where I is the current at the connection point of the IPG case and the lead.
However, in Equation 2.12, there are three unknowns. I can be found using MoM
simulations, but there is still a need for a second equation to find the remaining
two unknowns. Therefore, a second lead, for example with different length, can be
used for these calculations, and a second Kirchhoff’s voltage equation is obtained.
Then, solving the Kirchhoff’s voltage equations for two leads simultaneously, the
parameters of the IPG case can be found.
To find the parameters of the electrode circuit model (Ve and Ze), the same
method can be applied.
2.3.2 Induced Currents on Lead with Electrode and IPG
Case
Because the birdcage coils are widely used as transmit coils in MRI and they have
a fairly uniform E-field distribution along their z-axis, uniform E-field exposure
to the implants is not an unlikely situation. Therefore, we consider a lead under
uniform E-field incidence with length −lm. We connect the lead to an IPG case
at position s = 0 and leave the other end of the lead at position s = lm floating
inside the medium.
Solving Equations 2.1 and 2.2 with a uniform E-field, the current and hy-
pothetical voltage along the lead are found, as in Equation 2.6. To find the
unknowns A and B, the following boundary conditions:
V − I(0)Zc − Vc = 0
I(s = lm) = 0 (2.13)
are applied. Where Vc is the IPG case voltage and Zc is the IPG case impedance.
The same boundary condition can be used for the electrode by replacing Vc with
the electrode voltage (Ve) and Zc with the electrode impedance (Ze). Applying
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the boundary conditions in Equation 2.13, the following equation system with
two unknowns A and B can be found:
−jZ
kt
(A−B)− (A+B + Ei
Z
)Zc − Vc = 0
Ae−jktlm +Bejktlm +
Ei
Z
= 0 (2.14)
Solving Equation 2.14, the unknowns A and B and, consequently, the induced
current and the hypothetical voltage can be found.
2.3.3 Calculation of the Rise in Tip Temperature
Circuit models of the IPG case and electrode need to be verified; however, they are
not directly measurable quantities. Therefore, for the verification of the circuit
models, their effect on the rise in tip temperature at the lead tip is used. Instead
of calculating the rise in tip temperature directly, the square of the hypothetical
voltage is used. The hypothetical voltage is the scaled version of the charge on
the lead. Assuming that the scattered fields decay fast due to the conductivity
of the tissue, the square of the hypothetical voltage has a linear relationship with
the SAR and the rise in temperature at the lead tip.
2.3.3.1 Formulation of the Rise in Tip Temperature at the Lead Tip
and Effect of the IPG Case
When an uniform E-field excitation, Ei(s) = E0, is applied, the current and
hypothetical voltage along the lead can be found as in Equation 2.6. Let the
lead be located between s = −lm/2 and s = lm/2. If both ends of the lead is
not connected to any IPG case or electrode, the current at s = ±lm/2 is zero.
Therefore, the induced current and the hypothetical voltage along the lead can
be found as
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I(s) =
E0
Z
− 2E0
Z
sin(kt
lw
2
)
sin(ktlw)
cos(kts)
V (s) = 2
E0
kt
sin(kt
lw
2
)
sin(ktlw)
sin(kts). (2.15)
Then, at the lead tip, the square of the hypothetical voltage becomes
|V |2 = |E0
kt
tan(ktlw/2)|2. (2.16)
Assuming that the scattered fields are decaying fast due to the loss of the
surrounding medium, the hypothetical voltage has an approximate quadratic re-
lationship with the rise in temperature at the tip of the lead (s = lm/2) and can
be formulated as
∆T = C|2E0
kt
tan(ktlw/2)|2, (2.17)
where C is a constant, which depends on thermal properties of the medium as
explained in Yeung et al. [5], and includes the spatial averaging effect [30]. In
this work, the value of C is not calculated and therefore the above equation is
considered as a proportionality.
To see the effect of the IPG case, a lead with length lm is connected to the
IPG case at s = 0, and the square of the hypothetical voltage is calculated at
s = −lm. Under uniform E-field exposure, the hypothetical voltage distribution
along the lead is found using Equation 2.6. Additionally, the unknowns A and B
must be found by applying the boundary conditions
I(0) = 0
V − ZcI(s = −lm)− Vc = 0, (2.18)
where Zc and Vc are the case impedance and voltage, respectively. By determining
the unknowns A and B, the square of the hypothetical voltage can be found.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.7: (a) Modified transmission line model connected to the electrode via
a matching inductor. (b) Connection of the lead to the electrode via a matching
inductor.
2.3.3.2 Effect of Matching the Lead Impedance to the Electrode
Impedance
The electrode impedance indicates the interaction of the electrode with the tissue.
Therefore, the dissipated power associated with the real part of the electrode
impedance is the power dissipated in the tissue. From this point of view, it can
be considered as the scaled version of the SAR around the electrode. Therefore,
the dissipated power associated with the real part of the electrode has a linear
relationship with the rise in temperature. First, the Thevenin equivalent of the
lead is found, as in Equations 2.8 and 2.11 from the point shown in Figure 2.2(d).
Then, using the Thevenin equivalent and the circuit model of the electrode, the
dissipated power from the electrode can be approximated as
Re{Pe} = Re( Vth − Ve
Zth + Ze
)(
Vth − Ve
Zth + Ze
)∗, (2.19)
where Re is the real part of the electrode impedance. If a matching impedance is
placed between the electrode and the lead, as shown in Figure 2.7, the dissipated
power on the electrode can be calculated as
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Re{Pe} = Re( Vth − Ve
Zth + Ze + Zm
)(
Vth − Ve
Zth + Ze + Zm
)∗. (2.20)
Although the perfect power matching condition cannot be achieved with a single
element, the imaginary part of the sum of the Thevenin impedance of the lead
and the electrode impedance can be canceled out. Under this condition, the
dissipated power from the electrode can be maximized. Any change in the value
of the matching impedance will reduce the dissipated power.
2.4 Method
2.4.1 Measurement of MoTLiM Parameters
A bare wire with 0.55mm diameter is connected to a semi rigid coaxial cable and
impedance in Figure 2.6 is measured by changing the wire length from 2cm to
30cm inside the gel phantom with electrical conductivity of 0.17S/m and 63 rela-
tive permittivity. Then an insulated wire with diameter 0.79mm and 0.0175mm
insulation thickness is connected to the semi rigid coax and impedance is mea-
sured by the wire length from 2cm to 30cm inside the same gel phantom.
2.4.2 IPG Case and Electrode
The circuit model parameters of the IPG case and electrode are found using
the MoTLiM and MoM together. Then, their validity is checked using the MoM
simulations and MRI experiments. For the MoM simulations, FEKO is used (EM
software & Systems Germany, Bo¨bligen, GMbH), and the MRI experiments are
conducted using the 3T Siemens TimTrio system.
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2.4.2.1 IPG Case Circuit Model
The circuit model of the IPG case is tested using MoM simulations and MRI
experiments. A rectangular box with dimensions 1.2cm ×4.4cm ×5cm, which are
close to commercially available pulse generator dimensions, is used for both the
simulations and experiments. For the simulations, the box is considered to be a
perfect electric conductor (PEC). For the MRI experiments, a copper box is built;
however, the loss of copper is ignored for the calculations. A circular phantom is
prepared for the experiment and filled with HEC solution. The permittivity and
conductivity of the phantom material are 55 and 0.17S/m, respectively. Phantom
gel is prepared such that its electrical properties are close to electrical properties
of human tissue [31].
To find the values of IPG case circuit model parameters, the method explained
in Section 2.3.1 is used. Bare wires with a diameter of 0.5mm and lengths of 15 cm
and 45cm are connected to the PEC box. The current at the connection point of
the IPG case and wire is found using the MoM for both wire lengths. To validate
the model parameter, a bare wire with a diameter of 1.3mm is connected to the
PEC box, and the induced current under uniform E-field on the leads are solved
for lead lengths of 40.3cm, 35.3 cm, and 27.3 cm, which are chosen to show that
models are capable of solving the oscillatory behavior of the induced currents.
The results are compared with the MoM simulations. During MoM simulations a
lead is placed on z axis and the PEC box is connected to it. PEC box is meshed
with maximum edge length of 0.5mm and leads are segmented with maximum
segment length of 2mm. All geometry is illuminated by 4 plane electromagnetic
waves propagating in x, −x, y and −y directions and E-field component is in z
direction to emulate the birdcage coil. The IPG case model is also tested using
MRI experiments. The IPG case is connected to the bare lead with a diameter
1.3mm and positioned inside the phantom, as shown in Figure 2.8(a). This con-
figuration ensures that the lead is exposed to a uniform E-field. The length of the
lead is changed from 5.3cm to 45.4cm, and the temperature rise at the lead tip
is measured using a fiber optic temperature sensor (Optical Temperature Sensor,
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 2.8: (a) The experimental setup. In all of the experiments, with the IPG
case or the electrode, leads are placed on a circular path as shown, with the
black circle inside the cylindrical phantom. The phantom is placed inside the
MR scanner to be co-centered with the transmit body birdcage coil. (b) and (c)
Placement of the temperature sensors with respect to the lead and electrode. In
(c) an inductor can be seen between the lead and electrode. Setup is placed on a
net formed of fishing line and fixed using knots.
Neoptix Reflex-4 RFX134A) as shown in Figure 2.8(b). The square of the hypo-
thetical voltage at the lead tip is calculated and compared with the experimental
data. Using the same lead and removing the IPG case, the experiments to mea-
sure the rise in the tip temperature are repeated by changing the lead length from
11cm to 55cm. Lead lengths are chosen to show the shift in resonance peaks.
2.4.2.2 Electrode Circuit Model
The circuit model of the electrode is also tested using both MoM simulations and
MRI experiments. For the simulations, a spherical electrode with a 1mm radius
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is used, and the circuit parameters inside the medium are determined to be as
follows: Conductivity of 0.42S/m and relative permittivity of 81, which are close
to electrical properties of human tissue [31]. The electrode is connected to bare
leads with a radius of 0.5mm and lengths 10cm and 30cm. During MoM simula-
tions; leads are positioned along the z axis and a spherical electrode is connected
to them. The electrode is meshed with maximum edge length of 0.5mm and the
leads are segmented with maximum segment length of 2mm. The geometry is
excited with plane electromagnetic wave similar to the previous simulations. The
induced currents at the connection points of the leads to the electrode are found
using MoM simulations for both lead lengths. Then, the Thevenin equivalents
of both the leads are found using MoTLiM, and the values of the circuit model
parameters are found. Then, the spherical electrode is connected to bare leads
with a radius of 0.1mm and lengths 25cm, 35cm, and 45cm. Induced currents
on the leads are solved for uniform E-field incidence using the MoTLiM, and the
results are compared with the MoM simulations. For the MRI experiments, using
an inductor between the lead and the electrode the impedance of the electrode is
matched to the Thevenin impedance of the lead. Although, perfect matching can-
not be reached with single element, imaginary part of the sum of lead Thevenin
impedance, electrode impedance and impedance of inductor can be adjusted to
zero. A cylindrical copper electrode is used with a radius of 2.2mm and length
of 7mm, which are close to dimensions of a commercial electrode. During the
experiments, a gel phantom with a conductivity of 0.14S/m and relative permit-
tivity of 60 is used. The circuit model parameters of the cylindrical electrode are
found for the medium which has the same electrical properties of the phantom
used during the experiments. Bare leads with a radius of 1 mm and lengths 10cm
and 40cm are used. Before the experiments, a matching concept is tested using
MoM simulations. The spherical electrode is connected to a bare lead with a ra-
dius of 0.1mm and length of 25cm. An inductor is placed between the electrode
and the lead. The Thevenin equivalent of the bare lead is found using MoTLiM.
The electrode model is connected to the Thevenin equivalent of the lead via a
matching inductor. By changing the value of the inductance in the range from
1nH to 250nH, the real part of the dissipated power is calculated for the elec-
trode impedance using the MoTLiM. Then, E-field and SAR are calculated on
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the surface of the spherical electrode using MoM simulations and compared with
MoTLiM simulation results.
Then, matching the lead impedance to the electrode impedance is demon-
strated using experiments. A bare wire with a radius of 0.5mm and length of
20cm is connected to the cylindrical electrode with a radius of 2.2mm and length
of 7mm via a custom-made matching inductor. The value of the inductance is
varied from 20nH to 160nH. Lead length is chosen close to the resonance length
and inductors are wound to fit inside a lead. For each inductance value, the tem-
perature rise at the electrode is measured. For each condition, the real part of
the dissipated power associated with the electrode impedance is calculated using
the MoTLiM and the electrode model. These calculations are compared with the
experimental data. All calculated power values are for 1V/m incident E-field;
however during experiments much higher incident field is used.
2.5 Results
2.5.1 MoTLiM Parameter Measurement Results
Parameter measurements are done inside a phantom with conductivity 0.17S/m
and relarive permittivity 63 for bare wire with 0.55mm diameter and for insulated
wire with 0.79mm diameter and 0.0175mm insulation thickness. Figure 2.10 red
dashed lines are the magnitude and phase of the measured impedance, black lines
are the fitting of Equation 2.5 to the measured data for bare wire. Figure 2.10
red dashed lines are the magnitude and phase of the measured impedance, black
lines are the fitting of Equation 2.5 to the measured data for insulated wire. Z
and k values are found and compared with the calculated values, error is less than
6
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Figure 2.9: Red dashed lines are the measured impedance and the black lines are
the fitting of the Equation 2.5 for bare wire.
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Figure 2.10: Red dashed lines are the measured impedance and the black lines
are the fitting of the Equation 2.5 for insulated wire
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2.5.2 Simulation Results
Circuit model parameters of the PEC box (1.2cm×4.4cm×5cm) inside the
medium with relative permittivity 55 and conductivity 0.17S/m, at 123MHz,
which is resonance frequency of Siemens 3T TimTrio scanner under a 1V/m in-
cident field are found as follows: Vc = −20.5 + j11.3mV and Zc = 0.96− j1.3Ω.
These values are used as boundary conditions to solve the induced currents on
the leads. In Figure 2.11, induced currents on the leads with lengths 40.3cm,
35.3cm, and 27.3cm are solved for with MoTLiM and compared with the MoM
simulations. The blue solid lines are the MoTLiM solutions, and the red dashed
lines are the MoM solutions of the induced currents. At s = 0, the leads are
connected to the IPG case. The errors are 6.1%, 8.7% and 6.0% for the lead
lengths 40.3cm, 35.3cm, and 27.3cm, respectively.
The circuit model parameters of the spherical electrode inside the medium with
relative permittivity 81 and conductivity 0.42S/m, and at 123MHz under 1V/m,
the incident field is found to be Ve = −20.5 + j4.1mV and Ze = 149 − j137Ω.
Similar to the IPG case, the electrode model is used in the boundary conditions
to solve for the induced currents on the leads. In Figure 2.12, induced currents on
the leads with lengths 25 cm, 35cm and 35cm are solved for using the MoTLiM
and compared with the MoM simulations. The blue solid lines are the MoTLiM
solution, and the red dashed lines are the MoM solutions of the induced currents.
The leads are connected to the electrodes at the ends where the position s has
a positive value. The errors are 4.6%, 4%, and 3.3% for the lead lengths 25cm,
35cm, and 45cm, respectively.
Then, the Thevenin voltage and impedance of the bare lead with length 25cm
and radius 0.1mm found as follows: Vth = 8.7−j28.6mV and Zth = 37.7+j4.88Ω.
In Figure 2.13, the real power and SAR reach the maximum values, where the
imaginary part of the sum of Zth, Ze and Zm equals zero.
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Figure 2.11: The induced currents on the leads with the IPG case connection
under 1V/m uniform E-field incidence. Three bare leads with radius 1mm and
lengths 40.3cm (×), 35.3cm (◦), and 27.3cm () are connected to a PEC IPG
case at the position s = 0. The blue solid lines are the solution obtained from the
MoTLiM and IPG case model, and the red dashed lines are the MoM solution
results.
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Figure 2.12: The induced currents on leads with electrode connections under
1V/m uniform E-field incidence. The blue solid lines are the solution obtained
using the MoTLiM and IPG case model, and the red dashed lines are the MoM
solution results. Three bare leads with radius 0.1mm and lengths 25cm (), 35cm
(◦) and 45cm (×) are connected to a spherical electrode at the end where the
position in the figure has a positive value.
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SAR at a point 0.1µm away from the electrode obtained using MoM simulations.
The value of the matching inductance is changed from 1nH to 250nH.
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Figure 2.14: The dashed red line is the square of the hypothetical voltage at the
end of the lead for different lead lengths when the lead is connected to the IPG
case. The solid red line is the square of the hypothetical voltage at the end of the
lead for different lead lengths. Blue × is the measured temperature rise at the
lead tip when the lead is connected to the IPG case. The blue + is the measured
rise in the tip temperature of the lead with no connection. Left y axis is the
temperature rise and right y axis is the square of the hypothetical voltage. Axis
scales are adjusted for the best visualization of the trend.
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Figure 2.15: The blue solid line is the calculated dissipated power for the real part
of the electrode impedance with respect to the value of the matching impedance.
The green diamonds indicate the measured temperature rise with respect to the
value of the matching impedance at the electrode end. Right y axis is the tem-
perature rise and left y axis is the square of the hypothetical voltage. Axis scales
are adjusted for the best visualization of the trend.
2.5.3 Experiment Results
In Figure 2.14, blue × indicates the rise in the tip temperature when the lead is
connected to IPG case. The blue + indicates the rise in tip temperature when
both ends of the lead are floating inside the phantom. The red dashed line
indicates the square of the voltage at the tip of the lead when it is connected to
the IPG case. The red solid line indicates the square of the voltage at the lead
tip when both ends of the lead are floating inside the phantom. The locations
of the resonance peaks are calculated with less than 13% error. The rise in tip
temperature when the lead is connected to the IPG case is predicted with less
than 4% error.
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In Figure 2.15, the green diamonds indicate the rise in tip temperature with
respect to the value of the matching impedance. The blue solid line is the cal-
culated real power dissipated for the electrode impedance. The matching of the
electrode impedance to the lead Thevenin impedance is shown, and it is also pre-
dicted using MoTLiM and the electrode circuit model. The value of the matching
impedance is predicted with 0.5% error.
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Chapter 3
Analysis of Guidewire with
Toroidal Transceiver Antenna
Based on the similarity of currents on guidewires and transmission lines, induced
currents on guidewires are solved using MoTLiM. In MoTLiM, excitation was
distributed voltage sources to model the effect of incident field. When toroidal
transceiver coil is used, voltage sources are zero outside of the toroidal coil and
these parts can be analyzed with transmission line theory.
3.1 Currents on Guidewire with Toroidal
Transceiver Antenna
In MoTLiM, conductive structures like guidewires was modeled by adding an in-
finitesimally small voltage source to traditional lumped element model of trans-
mission lines as shown in Figure 3.1. These voltage sources model the effect of
incident E-field on the guidewire. Also, in MoTLiM, ground is assumed to be at
infinity, so the capacitance and conductance in the model are between the con-
ductor of the guidewire and infinity. Due to the loss of the surrounding medium,
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Figure 3.1: Modified transmission line model
scattered fields decay fast and lumped element parameters of the model are ef-
fected by the medium in the close proximity. Using this model the second order
differential equation in Equation 3.1 can be derived as
I(s) +
1
k2
d2I(s)
ds2
=
Ei(s)
Z
, (3.1)
where k is the wavenumber along the lead, Z is the distributed impedance, and s
is the position along the lead. For bare and insulated guidewires detailed analysis
of derivation of k and Z can be found in [12, 32].
Zbare =
ηk
4
H
(2)
0 (ka)
kt,bare = k
Zinsulated = k
(ηH
(2)
0 (kb)− ηdkdbH(2)1 (kb)ln(a/b))
4
kt,insulated = k
√√√√k2d(H(2)0 (kb)− kbln(a/b)H(2)1 (kb))
k2dH
(2)
0 (kb)− k3bln(a/b)H(2)1 (kb)
, (3.2)
where k and kd are the wavenumber inside the medium and insulation, respec-
tively, a is the radius of the conductor, b is the total radius of the guidewire with
insulation, η and ηd are the wave impedance in the medium and in the insulation;
respectively.
When k and Z are determined for a guidewire, Equation. 3.1 can be used to
solve the current along the guidewire for a known tangential Electric Field (E-
field). However, when a guidewire is used with toroidal transceiver coil and is
inserted inside the body, a system shown in Figure 3.2 is formed.
For the analysis of the guidewire inside the body; MoTLiM can be used. For
the case in which the guidewire is excited with the toroidal transceiver antenna;
incident E-field is zero, so the MoTLiM turns into the traditional transmission
line model with the parameters in Equation 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of guidewire with toroidal transceiver coil.
When incident E-field is zero, by solving Equation 3.1, current can be found
as
I(s) = Ae−jkts +Bejkts, (3.3)
Also, hypothetical voltage along the guidewire can be defined using the differential
equation
V (s) =
Z
k2
dI(s)
ds
, (3.4)
Solving the Equation. 3.4 for uniform E-field and zero incident E-field cases;
hypothetical voltage can be found as
V (s) =
−jZ
k
(Ae−jks −Bejks). (3.5)
Using the equation of continuity and Equation. 3.4 it can be shown that the hypo-
thetical voltage is the scaled version of the charge distribution. The hypothetical
voltage is helpful for defining some concepts and boundary conditions throughout
the study.
To analyze the behavior of the currents on the guidewire inside the body a unit
current is assumed on the guidewire at the point where the guidewire enters into
the body. Then, to find unknowns A and B for each transmission line section,
following boundary conditions must be applied: Current is zero at distal end
of the guidewire, and if there is a transmission line boundary, i.e. guidewire is
stripped, current and voltage are continuous at the boundary of transmission line
sections.
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3.1.1 Impedance Analysis with Smith chart
When there is E-field incidence to the guidewire, there are distributed sources
along the guidewire, so transmission line equations and Smith chart can not
be used without modification. However, when the source is at the end of the
guidewire; Smith chart can be used for the analysis of the guidewire. To use
the Smith chart complex characteristic impedance of guidewire must be found.
In transmission line theory, characteristic impedance is defined as the ratio of
voltage wave to current wave traveling in the same direction. So characteristic
impedance can be defined as follows;
Zcn =
−j(Zn/kn)Ane−jkns
Ane−jkns
=
−jZn
kn
. (3.6)
As characteristic impedances for each section is defined, impedance can be found
at any point along the guidewire using impedance formula of lossy transmission
line, i.e.,
Z = Zcn
Zl + Zcn tanh(jks)
Zcn + Zl tanh(jks)
(3.7)
or using a Smith chart.
3.1.2 Effect of Stripping the Tip of the Guidewire
In Etezadi-Amoli et al.’s work; it is shown that stripping the tip of the guidewire
increases the B1 intensity at the tip of the guidewire. Here this effect is analyzed
using the proposed method. Using a guidewire with radius 0.6mm and insulation
thickness 0.5mm; induced currents on the guidewire is solved when guidewire is
inserted inside the medium with electrical conductivity of 0.5S/m and relative
permittivity of 88. Relative permittivity of insulation is 4 and conductivity of
the insulation is 0. Length of the guidewire inside the medium is kept 40cm
and length of the stripped part is changed between 0.01cm and 36cm. For this
analysis both insulated and bare parts of the guidewire is treated as transmission
lines. Then, B1 field along the guidewire is found using the Biot-Savart law.
Then the impedance at the point where the guidewire is inserted to the body
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is calculated for insulated guidewires. Radius of the guidewires are changed
from 0.1mm to 1mm while the insulation thickness is kept as 0.1mm. Relative
permittivity and conductivity of the insulation is 4 and 0, respectively. Length
of the guidewire is 55cm with 1cm stripped tip. These calculations are done
inside the medium with electrical conductivity 0.5S/m and relative permittivity
88. Then, B1 field along the guidewire is found using EM simulations using
FEKO.
3.2 Results
Figure 3.3 depicts the magnitude of the B1 field at the point 1cm far from the
guidewire tip and 0.1mm radially far from the guidewire when the tip of the
guidewire is stripped from 0.1mm to 36cm. Total length of the guidewire is 40cm,
guidewire radius is 0.6mm and insulation is 0.5mm. Calculations are carried out
inside the medium with electrical conductivity of 0.5S/m and relative permittivity
of 88 which are the electrical properties that are used by Etezadi-Amoli et al. and
operating frequency is 64MHz. Relative permittivity of the insulation is 4 and
electrical conductivity is 0. Wavenumber of the bare guidewire is calculated as
25.92− 9.37j, and characteristic impedance is 24.58 + 1.59j. Wavenumber of the
insulated guidewire is calculated as 12.42 − 2.17j, and characteristic impedance
is 53.49− 5.56j.
In Figure 3.4; characteristic impedance and wavenumber of the insulated and
bare guidewires are shown at 123MHz. Radius of the guidewire is varied from
0.1mm to 1mm while the insulation thickness is kept as 0.1mm. Total length of
the guidewire is 55cm and tip of the guidewire is stripped for 1cm. In Figure 3.5
impedance along the guidewire is shown. Note that each guidewire has different
radius hence different characteristic impedances. To be able to plot them on
the same Smith chart impedances are normalized to the 50Ω. In Figure 3.6 B1
maps which are obtained from FEKO simulations along the guidewire are shown.
FEKO simulations are conducted by applying current source to the last segment
of the guidewire. However, for different radius guidewires; applied current changes
36
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Figure 3.3: B1 values at the tip of the insulated guidewire with bare tip. Tip of
the guidewire is striped for lengths from 0 to 36cm. Guidewire radius is 0.6mm
in insulated case, insulation thickness is 0.5mm, and relative permittivity is 4.
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Figure 3.4: Real and imaginary part of respectively the characteristic impedance
and the wavenumber of the insulated and bare guidewire sections when radius of
the guidewire is changed from 0.1mm to 1mm while the insulation thickness is
kept 0.1mm.
as the impedance seen by the source is changed. So for compression, B1 fields are
normalized to the magnitude of maximum value of each simulation result.
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Figure 3.5: Impedance along the guidewire starting from the tip and moving to
the point where the guidewire inserted into the body, for guidewire radius from
0.1mm to 1mm while the insulation is kept as 0.1mm. (b) is the impedance along
the guidewire plotted on the Smith chart. Note that each guidewire has different
radius hence different characteristic impedances. To be able to plot them on the
same Smith chart; impedances are normalized to 50Ω
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Chapter 4
MRI Based Electrical Properties
Measurement Techniques
In this part, an MRI based electrical properties measurement technique is pre-
sented for the verification of the coaxial transmission line fixture for electrical
properties measurement, which was presented by Akin et al [28]. The MRI based
method is developed using MoTLiM [12] and the tip temperature increase of wires
during an MRI scan. This method is capable of measuring electrical properties of
substances without convection. Coaxial transmission line (CTL) fixture is capa-
ble of measuring fluid substances. For the comparison of the results obtained by
both methods, Hydrocyethyl cellulose (HEC) phantoms are used. HEC phantoms
are in gel form so that they can be filled into the CTL fixture and have no con-
vection so that they can be used for MRI temperature increase experiments. The
comparison of these two methods are done to gain confidence in measurements.
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4.1 Theory
4.1.1 MRI Based Method
As explained in previous chapters, in MoTLiM, induced currents along the wire
inside a lossy tissue is defined with a differential equation as follows;
I(s) +
1
k2t
d2I(s)
ds2
=
Ei(s)
Z
(4.1)
where Z impedance per unit length, kt effective wavenumber along the wire, s
is the position along the wire and Ei(s) is the tangential the incident E-field.
When a bare perfect conductor is considered the effective wavenumber is equal to
wavenumber of the surrounding medium [12] (kt = ω
√
µ− iσ/ω) and contains
all information about the permittivity and conductivity of the medium. Also
using the lumped element model, voltage along the wire can be defined as follows;
V (s) =
Z
k2
dI(s)
ds
(4.2)
The voltage along the wire can be used for the calculation of the power de-
posited to the phantom as
I(s) = Ae−jkts +Bejkts +
E0
Z
(4.3)
V (s) =
−jZ
kt
(Ae−jkts −Bejkts), (4.4)
In both equations, unknowns A and B can be found by applying boundary condi-
tions. For a wire with both ends are floating inside the tissue, boundary conditions
can be applied as
I(s = −lw/2) = 0
I(s = lw/2) = 0, (4.5)
where lw is the length of the wire. Using these boundary conditions current and
voltage along the wire can be found as
I(s) =
E0
Z
− 2E0
Z
sin(kt
lw
2
)
sin(ktlw)
cos(kts)
V (s) = 2
E0
kt
sin(kt
lw
2
)
sin(ktlw)
sin(kts). (4.6)
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Assuming that the loss of the medium is high such that the scattered fields decay
fast, the temperature increase at the tip can be related to the power at the tip of
the wire. Therefore, temperature increase at the tip can be written as
∆T = C|2E0
kt
tan(ktlw/2)|2, (4.7)
where C is the constant, showing operations to find SAR and temperature in-
crease. Relationship between charge density and SAR is a linear operation. Simi-
larly, the relationship between SAR and temperature increase can be found using
alternative techniques [33, 34], which are also linear approximations.
∆T depends on the thermal conductivity of the substance under test and
exposure time. When a bare wire is used, kt = ω
√
µ− iσ/ω and fitting Equa-
tion 4.7 to the measured temperature rise for kt gives the electrical conductivity
and permittivity of the surrounding medium.
4.1.2 Coaxial Transmission Line (CTL) Based Method
As shown in Figure 4.1, when SUT is placed inside the fixture, a system of serially
connected coaxial lines is obtained. First part is the air filled coaxial line, second
is the SUT filled coaxial line, and last part is polyoxymethylene filled coaxial line.
During measurements, end of the air filled part remains open and impedance at
the polyoxymethylene end is measured. The impedance at the polyoxymethylene
end can also be calculated using transmission line theory [35]. In well known
transmission line theory, impedance at a distance l from the load can be found
as
Z(l) = Z0
ZL + Z0 tanh(γl)
Z0 + ZL tanh(γl)
, (4.8)
where Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the transmission line, γ is the propaga-
tion constant of the transmission line, and ZL is the termination load. Assuming
that the conductor loss is zero, Z0 and γ of a coaxial transmission line can be
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Figure 4.1: Fixture geometry. a and b are the radius of inner and outer conduc-
tors, respectively. Bottom of the fixture is polyoxymethylene substrate. Second
part is filled with the substance under test and the remaining part is air.
Polyoxymethylene
filled CTL
Phantom
filled CTL Air filled CTL
ZF Z2 Z1
Figure 4.2: Circuit model of CTL fixture. When the SUT is filled inside the
fixture it forms three serially connected transmission line system.
written as
Z0 =
ln(b/a)
2pi
√
jµ
′′ + j′
γ = ω
√
jµ′′ − µ′ . (4.9)
Also the loss of the air and polyoxymethylene can be negligible. For the pre-
sented fixture impedance at the polyoxymethylene end can be found by calculat-
ing impedances at each step as shown in Figure 4.2. By using Equation 4.8 ZF ,
can be found in three steps: First using open circuit as Zl and TL parameters
for air Z1 can be found, second using Z1 as Zl and TL parameters for SUT, Z2
can be found and third using Z2 as Zl and TL parameters for polyoxymethylene
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ZF can be found.
4.2 Methods
For the comparison of two proposed methods, HEC, NaCl and water solutions
are used. Three different substances are prepared using 14g HEC per liter water
and NaCl concentration is 0g, 0.5g, 1g per liter water. These electrical properties
substances are measured using both proposed method.
As the MRI experiment method depends on the temperature increase it is
important to know the behavior of the electrical properties with the change in
temperature. So the electrical properties of the deionized water is measured
by changing the temperature of the water from 8◦ Celsius to 63◦ Celsius. As the
phantoms that are used during experiments are water based it is good assumption
to expect the behavior of phantom is similar to behavior of water.
Furthermore, using the CTL fixture, change in the electrical properties with
respect to frequency between 60MHz and 140 MHz, is measured for water NaCl
solutions with concentrations between 1g/L and 6g/L and compared with the
literature. Also electrical properties of blood samples are measured with CTL
fixture and compared with the literature.
4.2.1 Measuring Electrical Properties with MRI Experi-
ments
During the tip heating experiments a bare copper wire with diameter 0.5mm is
placed inside a cylindric HEC phantom on a co-centered circular path at the
middle of the height of the cylinder. The cylindric phantom is placed inside a
birdcage transmit coil as the phantom and birdcage coil become co-centered. By
this geometry uniform tangential E-field incidence is guaranteed on the wire. For
these experiments HEC phantoms with concentration of 14g HEC per liter water
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Figure 4.3: Experimental setup for MR experiments. A cylindrical phantom is
built and filled with substance under test. Wire is placed on a circular path,
shown as black line in the figure, and co-centered with the phantom
and 0g, 0.5g, 1g NaCl per liter water are used For heating experiments TRUFI
sequence is used with parameters, which are adjusted to reach maximum allowable
SAR from the scanner, TR= 3.79ms and FA= 81. Temperature increase at the
lead tip is measured with fiberoptic temperature probes (Optical Temperature
Sensor, Neoptix Reflex-4 RFX134A) for wire lengths varying between 7cm and
60cm. Then Equation 4.7 is fitted to the measured temperature increase to find
the conductivity and permittivity of the phantom material. For fitting, non-linear
least squares method is used.
4.2.2 Measuring Electrical Properties with CTL Fixture
Permittivity and conductivity measurements are done using the fixture with 3mm
inner radius and 11.15mm outer radius. Impedance measurements are performed
with Agilent E5061A series network analyzer as shown in Figure 4.4. The fix-
ture is connected to the network analyzer with a coaxial cable (Huber+Suhner
K 02252 D-08). 1-port calibration is done at the fixture end of the coaxial cable.
Also effect of the BNC connector on the fixture is taken into account. First, for
an empty fixture(l2 = 0), the impedance that must be measured is calculated
then using port extension measurement for empty fixture is corrected. Then, cal-
ibration process fixture is filled with phantom, and measurements are carried out
for several l2 values. For each measurement l2 value is also measured. Then using
Equation 4.8, reflection coefficient at the polyoxymethylene end of the CTL fix-
ture is calculated. An error is defined between measured and calculated reflection
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Figure 4.4: Experimental setup for CTL fixture measurements. CTL fixture is
connected to a network analyzer using a coaxial cable. Calibration is done at the
cable-CTL connection point.
coefficient as
error = |Γmeasured − Γcalculated|. (4.10)
The reflection coefficient is calculated by changing the conductivity and permit-
tivity of the substance until the error becomes less than 10−12. This error mini-
mization is done for every value of l2 and a linear fit is done to the calculations
to find conductivity and permittivity.
4.3 Results
In Figure 4.5, temperature increase at the tip of the wire with respect to wire
length and the fit of the Equation 4.7 are shown.
Conductivity and permittivity of different gel solutions (contents are shown
in Table 4.1) are measured by using both proposed methods and compared. In
Table 4.1, measured conductivity and permittivity of three different phantoms
with two different methods are shown. As a measure of accuracy, an error is
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Figure 4.5: Fitting of Equation 4.7 to the measured temperature increase during
the MR experiment. The phantom is solution of 14g HEC/L and 0.5g NaCl/L
water.
Solution Measured with
CTL ( σctl, r,ctl)
Measured with MRI ex-
periments ( σMR, r,MR)
Difference (σ, )
14g
HEC/L
0.14S/m, 66 0.19S/m, 65.8 27.9% , 0.23%
14g
HEC/L
0.5g
NaCl/L
0.26S/m, 60 0.35S/m, 70.1 1.52% , 11.8%
14g
HEC/L
1g NaCl/L
0.36S/m, 58 0.46S/m, 51.8 2.79% , 8.73%
Table 4.1: Solution contents and their conductivity and permittivity values that
are measured with CTL fixture and MRI experiments. The last row is the differ-
ence between two measurement methods calculated as in Equation 4.11
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defined between two different measurement techniques as
σerror =
|σMR − σctl|
σMR
error =
|MR − ctl|
MR
, (4.11)
where subscript MR is the measurements that are done using MoTLiM formula-
tion and MRI experiments and ctl is the measurements that are done with CTL
fixture. The differences between estimated permittivity values are below 5% and
the difference of conductivity values are below 34%.
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Chapter 5
Discussion and Conclusion
In this work, the electrode and case parts of an active implantable device (IPG)
are modeled with an electrical circuit at operating frequency of 3T scanner, which
is the available on site. A novel method is developed to find the parameter
values of the circuit model at RF frequency. The electrical circuit model contains
an impedance and a voltage source. The impedance models the interaction of
the electrode/IPG case with the tissue, and the voltage source shows the effect
of the incident field. To find the parameter values, both MoTLiM and MoM
simulations are used. Reason of using MoM is its capability of solving currents
on wire, however any other numerical method could also be used. The values of
the circuit model parameters determined are tested using MoM simulations and
MRI experiments. A uniform E-field incidence is used for all of the derivations,
simulations, and experiments for the sake of simplicity. All concepts can be
re-derived using the methods explained here for a known E-field incidence. It
is shown that MoTLiM [12] is capable of solving currents for nonuniform E-
field as long as the tangential component of the E-field is known. If the E-field
variation on the electrode and IPG case is small compared to wavelength, it can
be neglected. However, if the E-field variation on the electrode and the IPG case
is high, then circuit parameters must be found using the presented method.
It is also highly possible that the AIMD lay inside different tissues. Because
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defined IPG case and electrode impedances are medium dependent, they must
be found using the electrical properties of the medium which the IPG case and
electrode are surrounded. Also, lead could be passing through different tissues.
For this situation lead can be considered as serially connected transmission lines
with different kt and Z values.
The theory of MoTLiM is extended with the circuit models of the IPG case
and the electrode parts of an AIMD. Using MoTLiM, the lead part is analyzed,
and with the proposed circuit models, the effects of the IPG case, electrode, and
any lumped circuit element placed between these parts could be analyzed. With
this theory, a complex scattering problem is recast as a circuit problem, and any
modification could be solved easily.
To test the IPG case, induced currents are calculated using the MoTLiM,
and the circuit model is then compared with the MoM simulations. The error
in the solutions is below 10%. Then, the IPG case model is tested using the
MRI experiments. The square of the hypothetical voltage is calculated at the
end of the lead, with the IPG case connection at the other end. The square of
the hypothetical voltage is also found for the lead without a connection to any
IPG case or electrode. Then, MRI experiments are conducted for these cases. A
bare lead is connected to a PEC box and placed inside a uniform phantom. The
tip heating is then measured by changing the lead length. The tip temperature
rise is measured for the same lead with no case connection. These data are
then compared with the calculations. The locations of the resonance peaks are
predicted with and without the IPG case with a less than 13% error. The change
in the magnitude of the temperature rise when the IPG case is connected to the
lead is predicted with a less than 4% error.
To test the electrode, induced currents on the leads are solved for different
lead lengths. The MoTLiM results are compared with the MoM simulations.
The error in the induced currents is less then 5%. Then, the power matching
concept is demonstrated with simulations and experiments. A matching inductor
is placed between the electrode and the lead, and the power dissipated for the
real part of the electrode impedance is calculated by changing the inductance
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value. When the electrode impedance is matched to the lead Thevenin impedance,
the dissipated power for the real part of the electrode impedance reaches its
maximum. MRI experiments are conducted for the same scenario. It is shown
that at the matching condition, the temperature rise at the electrode reaches
its maximum. This result is important, as replacing the inductor between lead
and electrode is used for preventing a temperature rise at the electrode end [36].
However, it is shown that the value of the inductance must be chosen carefully,
as it can affect the tip temperature rise.
The analysis is conducted to determine the square of the hypothetical voltage.
In the quasi-static region, the scattered fields decays fast due to the loss of the
medium, the square of the hypothetical voltage at the tip of the lead had a linear
relationship with the SAR, and the temperature rise is calculated using linear
approximations [5, 37] from the SAR distribution. In the case these assumptions
fail, the SAR can be solved for using the whole hypothetical voltage distribution
along the lead.
With the presented data it is shown that IPG case and electrode can be mod-
eled with a simple circuit model. Although all modeling is done for 3T, which is
available on site, all derivations can easily be done for 1.5T as frequency is just
a parameter in kt and Z [12]. Presented circuit models can be helpful in order
to choose correct IPG case, lead and electrode combinations. In the literature,
there are studies [10] which show that using a lead with different electrodes will
result in different temperature rise in the tissue, and these studies are mostly
based on experimental methods. After defining the electrode and lead Thevenin
impedances, results of these experiments can be interpreted as mismatch be-
tween these impedances. In this work it is shown that by matching the electrode
impedance to the lead Thevenin impedance temperature rise can be maximized.
This fact can also be used adversely and impedances can be chosen as the cur-
rent flowing through the electrode is small such that it does not cause excessive
heating.
In the IPG case experiments, it is shown that the presence of the IPG case
drastically changes the resonance length and the amount of temperature rise.
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With the IPG case circuit model this length can be predicted with less than 13%
error. So this fact can be useful for avoiding resonance.
Also, these models are useful tools for the implant tests. An AIMD is modeled
with six parameters (two for each part). Once these parameters are known worst
case scenarios can be predicted. In addition, effect of modifications on the lead
can be examined. Weiss et al. [14, 38] proposed MRI safe transmission line using
transformers and matching networks to connect transmission line sections. Their
design can be easily analyzed with MoTLiM models. Inductance, resistance and
stray capacitance of transformer sections and matching networks can easily be
integrated into MoTLiM and can be analyzed. Optimization of the device can
easily be done with MoTLiM modeling. Ladd et al. [39] proposed placing RF
chokes on the leads. Effect of these chokes can also be analyzed with MoTLiM
modeling. Resistance of these chokes can be integrated on the MoTLiM model
and interaction with electrodes and IPG cases can be analyzed.
Furthermore, in this study guidewire with toroidal transceiver antenna is an-
alyzed using the MoTLiM. Currents on the guidewire is solved when it is excited
by the toroidal transceiver coil and using the current on the guidewire B1 dis-
tribution around the guidewire inside the body is solved insulated and stripped
tip guidewires. It is shown that insulation increases the signal intensity around
the guidewire. Also, signal intensity at the tip can be increased with stripping
the tip. When guidewire is stripped there is a increase in the signal intensity at
the boundary of striped and insulated sections. As striped length increases tip
visibility converges to bare wires tip visibility. This phenomena can be used as
marker to show the tip of the guidewire.
Additionally, impedance analysis on the guidewire is done with Smith chart.
Note that the impedance is between guidewire and the ground which is assumed
to be at the infinity. Also, the impedance is the result of the standing wave
pattern of current on the wire. However, due to the loss of the body, impedance
on the guidewire inside the body follows a spiral path on the smith chart and
converges to the characteristic impedance of the guidewire. This behavior is the
result of dissipation of power along the guidewire and when the impedance reaches
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to the characteristic impedance current on the guidewire decays to zero before it
reaches to the tip of the guidewire. In this case tip visibility of the guidewire is
lost.
Furthermore, MoTLiM is used for verification of the coaxial transmission line
fixture for electrical property measurement of phantom materials. The temper-
ature increase at the wire tip is formulated (Equation 4.7) using MoTLiM and
used for measurement of electrical properties of phantoms. In the Equation 4.7
permittivity dominates the location of the resonance peaks whereas conductivity
determines the sharpness (Q) of the resonance peaks. So as the Q of the resonance
peaks are more sensitive to the errors in temperature increase measurements, mis-
alignment of the optical probe can easily leads to higher errors while predicting
the conductivity of the phantom. Although MRI based method depends on the
temperature increase, the change in electrical properties with temperature does
not have significant effect on the MRI based method. The only significant tem-
perature increase occurs at the tip of the wire but the formulation of the proposed
MRI based method uses the permittivity and conductivity of whole medium. So
as the medium properties do not change along the wire, the effect of temperature
increase on electrical properties can be negligible.
In sum, using the presented circuit models and MoTLiM, the effect of the
IPG case and the electrode on the tissue heating at the electrode end of an
AIMD can be predicted. With these methods, MRI safe AIMDs can be designed.
Also, proposed method is capable of solving induced currents on the guidewire.
Proposed method can be used for visibility analysis of guidewires and it can be
used for prediction of the tip heating and safety monitoring of guidewires. Finally,
MoTLiM is used for verification of CTL fixture for measurement of electrical
properties of phantom materials.
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